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How To… 
Target the Mitochondrial 
Genome with MedExome 

Applications 
Targeted Sequencing 

• Human Exome 
• Human Mitochondrial Genome 

Products 
SeqCap EZ Developer 

(Mitochondrial Genome Design) 
SeqCap EZ MedExome 

1. OVERVIEW 

Targeted enrichment, specifically the enrichment of 
exons for next-generation sequencing (NGS), has 
proven to be a valuable tool for the discovery and 
characterization of variants which may play a role in 
Mendelian disease or pharmacogenetic traits. Missing 
from many platforms that target and enrich the human 
exome is the ability to simultaneously capture the 
mitochondrial genome (~16kb) with sufficient depth of 
coverage across both genomes for variant discovery. 

Mutations in the mitochondrial genome have been 
linked to cancer, neuromuscular disorders, and other 
disease states. The high mutation rate of the 
mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) and its correlation to 
disease phenotypes makes it an ideal companion for 
targeted enrichment alongside the human exome. 

Typically some low level coverage of the mitochondrial 
genome is obtained when performing exome 
enrichment, due either to homology of the 
mitochondrial genes with nuclear genes or the high 
copy number of the mitochondrial genomes in some 
DNA sample preparations; however, this level of 
coverage has not proven to be sufficient for calling 
variants and variant allele frequencies with confidence, 
especially to address questions of mitochondrial 
heteroplasmy in disease. To meet this need, we 
developed a method that allows for the capture of both 
the human exome and the mitochondrial genome in a 
single target enrichment experiment. 

The Mitochondrial Genome Design is available as a 
SeqCap EZ Developer Library. When targeting only the 
mitochondrial genome using this design, follow the 
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instructions provided in the SeqCap EZ Library SR User’s Guide (v5.1) with no modifications. In addition to being 
used as a solo product, the SeqCap EZ Mitochondrial Genome Design can be used for target enrichment in 
combination with the SeqCap EZ MedExome Enrichment Kit. 

The following method for combined targeting of the SeqCap EZ MedExome and Mitochondrial Genome Designs 
has not been validated at Roche NimbleGen for the complete range of available sample types and sample preparation 
methods, but has been used effectively in our hands. Please note this specific application currently is not supported by 
Roche NimbleGen. Variations to the below method may be necessary depending on the tissue from which your 
mtDNA is extracted, the method of extraction, and the desired coverage depth. 

2. SOLUTION 

Slight modifications, as detailed below, to the SeqCap EZ Library SR User’s Guide (v5.1) are necessary in order to 
target regions from both the SeqCap EZ MedExome and the SeqCap EZ Mitochondrial Genome Design in a single 
capture experiment. 

Procedure 

Follow the below chapters in the SeqCap EZ Library SR User’s Guide (v5.1) with no modifications: 
 Chapter 1. Before You Begin 
 Chapter 2. Store the SeqCap EZ Reagents 
 Chapter 3. Prepare the Sample Library 
 Chapter 4. Amplify the Sample Library Using LM-PCR 
 Chapter 5. Hybridize the Sample and SeqCap EZ Probe Pool  Step 1 through Step 4 

After completing Chapter 5, Step 4 (Prepare the Multiplex Hybridization Enhancing Oligo Pool), proceed with 
setting up the hybridization reaction by executing the steps listed below: 

 Dilute the SeqCap EZ Mitochondrial Genome Design probe pool 
1. Thaw the SeqCap EZ Mitochondrial Genome Design probe pool on ice. 
2. Once thawed, vortex to mix and spin down. 
3. Create a 1:25 dilution of the SeqCap EZ Mitochondrial Genome Design probe pool in a new tube by 

mixing 2 µl of the SeqCap EZ Mitochondrial Genome Design probe pool with 48 µl of PCR-grade 
water. 

4. Vortex the 1:25 dilution and spin down. 
5. In a new tube, mix 4.5 µl of the 1:25 dilution of the SeqCap EZ Mitochondrial Genome Design probe 

pool with 395.5 µl PCR-grade water. Vortex briefly to mix and spin down. 
6. Per capture, dry down 1.0 µl of the diluted SeqCap EZ Mitochondrial Genome Design probe pool 

using a SpeedVac. 
7. Once dry, resuspend using 4.5 µl of the SeqCap EZ MedExome probe pool. 
8. The combined SeqCap EZ Mitochondrial Genome Design plus SeqCap EZ MedExome probe pool 

can then be used in Chapter 5, Step 5 (Prepare the Hybridization Sample) when setting up the 
hybridization reaction. 

Note: The SeqCap EZ Mitochondrial Genome Design probe pool dilutions should be discarded after use. 

After completing the 16 – 20 hour +47°C hybridization step, follow the below chapters in the SeqCap EZ Library SR 
User’s Guide (v5.1) with no modifications: 

 Chapter 6. Wash and Recover Captured Multiplex DNA Sample 
 Chapter 7. Amplify Captured Multiplex DNA Sample Using LM-PCR 
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Data Analysis 

Design files for MedExome and the Mitochondrial Genome Design probe pool may be combined for simultaneous 
mapping and capture QC analysis. To do this, combine the MedExome empirical targets file with the mitochondrial 
genome primary target file. Alternatively, the capture targets files for both designs may be combined if needed for 
analysis. 

Analysis instructions sufficient for capture QC can be found in the following supplementary document: How To 
Evaluate NimbleGen SeqCap EZ Target Enrichment Data (August 2015). In brief, reads were trimmed for quality and 
adapter sequence using Trimmomatic v0.33 and then mapped with BWA v0.7.12-r1039. Duplicates were removed 
with Picard MarkDuplicates v1.134. BEDTools2 v2.24.0 was used to calculate on-target reads. Sequencing depth of 
coverage levels were calculated using GATK DepthOfCoverage v3.4 (Roche NimbleGen fork). Mitochondrial variant 
analysis is not covered by this document and will need to be developed and tested as appropriate for your application 
of interest. 

Performance 

Here we present data for samples captured using the SeqCap EZ Mitochondrial Genome Design both on its own and 
as a spike-in to the SeqCap EZ MedExome. 

The ‘Mito with MedExome’ data detailed below was generated by diluting the SeqCap EZ Mitochondrial Genome 
Design probe pool and mixing the diluted pool with SeqCap EZ MedExome as detailed in the ‘Solution’ section, 
above. Six independently indexed sample libraries were prepared using the HapMap DNA sample NA12891 (Coriell 
Institute) and were hybridized according to the instructions provided in the SeqCap EZ Library SR User’s Guide 
(v5.1) at 47°C for 16 – 20 hours. Following the hybridization and Post-Capture LM-PCR, the six captured samples 
were pooled equally by mass and sequenced using an Illumina HiSeq2500 sequencing instrument (2x101bp reads, v3 
chemistry, high output mode). The data was analyzed per the instructions detailed in the How To Evaluate 
NimbleGen SeqCap EZ Target Enrichment Data (August 2015) tech note, with subsampling to 60 million (60M) 
reads. 

The ‘Mito solo capture’ was executed by preparing a single sample library using NA12891 HapMap DNA (Coriell 
Institute) and following the instructions in the SeqCap EZ Library SR User’s Guide (v5.1) and the How To Evaluate 
NimbleGen SeqCap EZ Target Enrichment Data (August 2015) tech note. The captured, amplified sample was 
sequenced using an Illumina MiSeq sequencing instrument (2x101bp reads, v2 chemistry). Data was subsampled to 
both 1 million (1M) and 300,000 (300k) reads. 

For all conditions, the percentage of input reads after filtering is close to 90%, with 100% of the trimmed reads being 
mapped (Figure 1). Note that the duplicate rates for all subsampling/probe pool combinations is less than 9% with 
the percentage of mapped, unique reads on-target being close to, or greater than, 90%. On-target reads were 
calculated using the primary target (140910_GRCh38_chrM_v1_EZ_primary_targets.bed) for the Mito solo 
captures. For Mito with MedExome the MedExome empirical target (MedExome_hg38_empirical_targets.bed) was 
combined with the mitochondrial primary target (140910_GRCh38_chrM_v1_EZ_primary_targets.bed) for 
calculation of target metrics. 
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Figure 1: Mitochondrial capture performance when captures alone and mixed with SeqCap EZ MedExome. The mitochondrial 
primary target was used for Mito solo captures and the MedExome empirical target combined with the mito primary target for the Mito with 
MedExome analysis. 

When utilizing the sequencing and subsampling schemes detailed above, the entire mitochondrial genome had 500X 
coverage when the SeqCap EZ Mitochondrial Genome Design was used either to add mitochondrial coverage to 
MedExome or on its own (Table 1). 

 

Probe Pool 
Target 
BED 

Total reads in 
analysis 

% mito bases 
≥1 

% mito bases 
≥500 

% mito bases 
≥1500 

Mito solo capture Mito only 1,000,000 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Mito solo capture Mito only 300,000 100.0 100.0 69.2 

Mito with MedExome Mito only 60,432,130 100.0 100.0 57.9 

Table 1: Mitochondrial genome coverage when captured alone and mixed with SeqCap EZ MedExome 

Note that the use of the mitochondrial probe pool mixed with the SeqCap EZ MedExome pool, in this experiment, 
resulted in less than 1% of non-duplicate sequencing reads mapping to the mitochondrial genome (Table 2). 

 

Probe Pool 
% of mapped, unique 

reads in combined 
MedExome + Mito target 

% of mapped, unique reads 
in mitochondrial genome 

Mito with MedExome 88.7% 0.5% 

Table 2: When mitochondrial capture probes are mixed with SeqCap EZ MedExome probes, less than 1% of mapped, unique 
sequencing reads map to the mitochondrial genome 

Summary 

The data presented above demonstrates the capabilities of the combined MedExome plus Mitochondrial Genomic 
Design probe pool to capture the mitochondrial genome with sufficient coverage, without sacrificing the 
performance of the SeqCap EZ MedExome Enrichment Kit or requiring the need to perform separate capture events 
for a single sample. The ability to capture the mitochondrial genome by itself or in conjunction with the SeqCap EZ 
MedExome Enrichment Kit is a new tool for the study of mtDNA for disease phenotypes. 
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